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664 Leolia Dr

Arnold, MO 63010

Call (314) 279-8300

Text US (314) 748-1380
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Christine Peanick1693332268

My experience with Gateway was amazing! Julius came out and did some caulk work and painting for us for our home sale. He was very professional and efficient in his work and it looks amazing! Thank you Gateway!
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Jason Dauphin1683306597

Bill, Ethan, and Karl were all over at our home for the deck work to be completed. They all did a fantastic job, and they could not have been nicer. They are reliable as well. I recommend this business to anyone.
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Byron Peters1670802002

Quick response; good value, good work, professional, highly recommend
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Jaclyn Slay1653061032
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Andrew Arnold1646439463

Miguel did a fantastic job repairing my dry wall. I would definitely use their services again.
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Nancy Kelley1644977305

Chris patched the wall behind our dishwasher and sink. He did an outstanding job working around several obstacles to create a patch from multiple small pieces of drywall while working against crumbling plaster. He was focused and skilled and did impressive work.
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Caylia Collins1642083801

As a property manager in the St. Louis area, I've used Gateway Home Services several times for turnover work or tenant work orders. Their team is professional, responsive, and quick to complete the job. Absolutely recommend their services!
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Ryan Brown1641536423

I use Gateway for all of my home needs and repairs and would recommend them to anyone. Great people! I would give a 10/10 if this would let me!
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Mary Brownlie1640958329

not very responsive to ?
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Lendy Middendorf1640739333

They worked with county inspector to make sure the repairs met expestations.helpful and kind.
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Felix & Mary Hernandez1640380585

Was suppose to have my driveway sealed and paved , 11-16-21 , Sadly my husband had a massive heart attack on that day , I canceled the service on that day , our daughter explained why , called them back after a month to see if I could have my $ 350. refunded back and they told me no we cannot do that and I called back to speak to a manager or to see if I could have them come back out maybe in the springNo call back and this company has no sympathyI will never refer this company to anyoneKnowing they have absolutely no sympathy for people , you would think a big company like this would be understanding , very sad to know this company is just about taking your money
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Cori Sehy1638402365

We had a flat screen TV installed on our screened porch. They were able to order a custom mounting block to match the siding and it turned out great! Highly recommend.
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Don Minkler1637440940

Ryan and Chris came out on short notice and installed 3 kitchen appliances for us and did an excellent job. They stayed until all the work got done even though it was late. They were very polite and professional.
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Peter Lu1636058912

I highly recommend Gateway Home Services. They are extremely professional, their pricing is competitive and the work is top notch! This is definitely NOT your typical handyman who takes your money and runs. They are a professional company who cares about their client’s satisfaction and they guarantee all of their work, which is hard to come by nowadays. I would highly recommend Gateway Home Services.
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joel mata1635891724

Chris and Ryan are true craftsman, the work turned out beautifully, everyone that works for Gateway are super friendly and professional 😊
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JEFF GELBER1634148775

Very professional and fast. Miguel and Ryan were true gentlemen. That knew their stuff. Ty
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Joyce Budziszewski1632909655

This crew came to Brighton collectibles to de brand the store. They arrived on time and completed the job and very professional.. Thanks for making this job easy on the team.
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josh gomez1631902960

Miguel is a hard working and professional worker.
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Martavious Dodd1631902785

Miguel did a great job on my painting. Would recommend!!!
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Ryan Hoff1631889256

Ethan did a great job. Very professional and friendly.
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Fabian Arnold1623763538

Very friendly and the job was done right the first time.
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Sheldon Coach1622137347

Worked with Gateway on a previous painting project for my front porch where they did a real good job. Decided I’d use the to replace my rotting wood back porch with a new composite material porch. Bill Novak is always easy to to with, responds very quickly to text messages with questions. He got back quickly with an excellent price on the porch construction. We used the existing wood sub structure. The existing substructure presented a few challenges but Bill came up with some innovative work arounds which I’m happy with. Overall pleased with their work and have recommended then already to family members. I’d recommend them to you as well.
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Robert G.1622086494

Very reliable and Professional Home Remodeling and Repair services. Affordable.
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Michael Livingston1622045600

Very reasonable in price but great quality work.Quick response whenever a problem arises and eager to answer whatever questions I may have. I would definitely recommend!
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Shawn Lamaster1622045495

We have used them to install 6 foot vinyl fencing with doors, repair interior wood flooring, replace wood flooring, repair damaged walls, painting interior walls, and refinishing stairway rails and spindles and all of their work has been very well done and professional. They work fast and will work with you on how you want things done. I highly recommend their services!
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9701 Gravois Rd 

Ste 2

St. Louis, Missouri 63123 

Call (314) 720-1669



 Google Rating 
4.8


Based on 16 reviews
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leatia alexander1706204959

Gregory truly came to the rescue! I had a basement door in need of fixing and a situation with feral cats making it their home. Gregory went above and beyond, assessing the door on two occasions and ensuring the removal of any remaining cats. I highly recommend Gateway Home Services, especially Gregory, for all your household needs. His dedication and expertise made a significant difference.
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Kristin Watkins1698250635

Professional and timely! Brandon came out and fixed the siding on my home quickly! Definitely recommend!
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Jennifer Furman1696606172

Brandyn was extremely communicative and responsive. He sent Julius out who was committed and did not fail to keep finding solutions when our problem got complicated.
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Carmen Sherman1678810152

Very professional and excellent quality work!
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Kristen Jay1670608282

Karl came out and inspected our srywall and carpeting and he was absolutely wonderful! Very helpful, professional and funny!!! Wonderful experience!!
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Fatima Sarameh1670523279

Karl did an amazing job replacing my garbage disposal.
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Jehari Gibson1670436298

Ethan was extremely professional in his work and work ethic. He explained what the issue was very clearly and in terms that were easy to understand. All in all we would recommend him and the company he works for to all of our friends and family.
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Mandy Aiello1665169891

These guys did a beautiful job! I needed some exterior painting done and was in a time crunch with refinancing before the interest rates increased (paint job had to be finished for the appraisal). Brandyn made it happen for me. The guys were friendly and took great pride in their work. It was an easy and stress-free experience. Now I have a few more projects that I am definitely going to throw their way to bid. Highly recommend!
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Brandon and his crew are great! They are always on time, keep me updated throughout the projects and help me anyway they can. It’s easy to work with them on all of my properties.I highly recommend them!!!
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Ian broadley1654008622

Great team who is friendly and responds quickly, they even where able to send someone out during Memorial day weekend. All very professional and Kind. Both Brandan and Ethan took the extra time to help me fully understand any and all question I had
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Tammy Mata1653438811

Great customer service! Highly recommend:)
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Andrew Arnold1646440366

Miguel did an amazing job repairing my drywall. He's very polite and cleaned up after himself once the project was over. Very professional.
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St. Louis Service Areas

Madison County, IL

St Clair County, IL

Jefferson County, MO

St Louis County, MO

Franklin County, MO

Randolph County, IL

St Charles County, MO
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Top-Tier Service Company



Gateway Home Services' parent company is Top-Tier Service Company. Top-Tier Service Company is a family of locally owned service companies that provide the highest quality consistent results for your home or business needs. 




Learn More About Top-Tier
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